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AFFILIATE AND HELP KEEP US GOING
We are asking you to affiliate to the London
Hazards Centre so that we can continue the work
we were set up to do in 1985 – provide advice,
information and training to make London a safer
place in which to live and work.
Arguably the work of the London Hazards Centre is
more important than ever as a result of cuts to the
HSE budget and scrapping of key pieces of health
and safety legislation.
The London Hazards Centre is also a campaigning
organisation that takes a lead on issues like safety
reps rights, as well as working closely with trade
unions and other organisations, for example, to fight
against blacklisting.
We need your support. We are asking individuals,
trade union branches and regions, along with community organisations – to affiliate to us. The annual
affiliation fees set out below remain the lifeblood of
the London Hazards Centre.

Affiliation rates
Community groups, tenants
£20
and residents associations
Trades Councils, law centres
£30
and advice/resource centres,
Tenants federations			
Trade union branches
£40
(up to 300 members)
Trade union branches 		
£75
(more than 300 members)
Regional trade union or 		
£120
voluntary organisations
National trade union or 		
£240
voluntary organisations
Subscription rates
Unwaged individuals
Employed individuals		
Commercial organisations

£10
£20
£300

Address to affiliate: London Hazards Centre,
225 - 229 Seven Sisters Road,
Finsbury Park, London, N4 2DA.
Telephone: 0207 527 5107.
Website: www.lhc.org.uk
Registered Charity No: 293677
Registered Company No: 01981088

Why not volunteer?
The London Hazards Centre, is looking
for volunteers to help run and organise
some of our activities. Perhaps you
have skills and knowledge that could
help organise events, produce promotional material, train others or assist in
our campaigning work?
If you are interested in volunteering
at the London Hazards Centre why not
call 0207 527 5107 or email
mail@lhc.org.uk
We’d like to hear from you.
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Illegal oil tanker
scrapping

In May this year law firm
Leigh Day hosted a discussion in London on unethical
and environmentally
damaging shipbreaking in
Bangladesh, India, and
Pakistan. Ingvild Jenssen
from ‘Shipbreaking
Platform’ led the discussion. In this article she
shows how the UK is
connected to the illegal
scrapping of a 52,500-ton
production and storage
tanker in Chittagong.
On 16 August 2016 the floating oil
production and storage tanker
(FPSO) North Sea Producer
was ramped up on a beach in
Chittagong, Bangladesh, to be
scrapped. The ship illegally left
the UK based on the false
promise that it would be used
operationally in Nigeria. Had the
owners informed that the ship
true destination was the
infamous scrapping yards in
Bangladesh, the ship would never
have been allowed to leave. One
year on, the battle to hold the
owners accountable for the illegal
export of the FPSO is not over.
The North Sea Producer was
deployed in the McCulloch field
north east of Aberdeen. It
transported and extracted oil
from the UK continental shelf for
17 years, and was owned by the
North Sea Production Company,
a single-ship joint venture
between Danish A.P. Moeller
Maersk and Brazilian Odebrecht.
Once the field closed, the North
Sea Producer was laid up in
Teesport for a year while the
owners were looking for a buyer.
Global Maritime Systems Inc
(GMS) bought the ship. They
specialize in the trade of waste
ships to the dirty and dangerous
shipbreaking yards of South Asia.

GMS paid a higher price per ton
of steel than a recycling-facility
that would safely handle all the
toxic materials found within the
structure of a vessel.
There was only one hurdle: the
export of hazardous end-of-life
ships from the UK to the beaches
in South Asia is illegal according
to international and EU waste
law. GMS therefore registered
the ship under an anonymous St
Kitts and Nevis postbox
company called Conquistador
Shipping Corporation, and
provided the UK authorities with
a false contract stating that the
North Sea Producer had found a
new owner that would operate
the ship in the Tin Can Island
Port of Nigeria.
Despite that the vessel had been
under the radar of the local
communities in Teesside and was
well-known in the shipping
industry for needing to be
scrapped, the UK authorities
relied on the false contract to
allow the FPSO to leave on tug.
The North Sea Producer was
then directly towed all the way
from the UK, around the African
continent, to the notorious
Chittagong shipbreaking beach
in Bangladesh. NGOs were quick
to alert both the UK and
Bangladesh governments of the
illegal export 1.
After the case had received
massive negative attention in
Danish and international press,
Maersk said they were “very,
very sorry” that Conquistador
Shipping Corporation supposedly had taken the independent
decision to beach the North Sea
Producer in Bangladesh.
Maersk claimed they had been
tricked by Conquistador Shipping
Corporation. The Danish
container giant however still
refuses to reveal the true identity
of the post-box company as
admitting they sold the ship to
GMS, a company specialized in
trafficking end-of-life ships, would
equal to admitting that Maersk in
fact knew all along that the ship
would head to a South Asian
scrap yard and not a new owner
that would operate the ship in
Nigeria. In their Sustainability
Report 2016 Maersk states that
they have cut all commercial ties

with the buyer of the North Sea
Producer: an obviously meaningless statement if that implies
cutting ties with a single-ship
postbox company.
Once the ship arrived at Janata
Steel in Chittagong, and upon
alerts issued by local NGOs, the
Bangladesh Attorney General of
the Department of Environment
set up a special committee to
determine the presence of
contaminated residues, and to
investigate the ship’s illegal
import due to lack of necessary
clearances and false claims that
it was hazardous-free. Having
operated in the North Sea, the
vessel’s pipelines are likely to
contain residues contaminated
by radioactive materials and
Sulphur. Other toxins, such as
asbestos and heavy metals, are
contained within the structure and
paints of the ship. Radioactive
residues were found upon
inspection and the special
committee recommended that
further surveys needed to be
carried out on the whole ship.
An injunction on the breaking of
the North Sea Producer has been
issued until the Court resumes
the case after the Eid recess.
In the UK, the NGO Shipbreaking
Platform demanded the then
Secretary of State for Environment, Andrea Leadsom,
investigate the illegal export
from Teesport 2.The Department
for the Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs has been looking
into the case for over 10-months
now. One year on since the
beaching of the North Sea
Producer, the story is thus far
from over. One year on and
there are legal proceedings in
the exporting state, the UK, and
the importing state, Bangladesh,
to hold Maersk, Odebrecht and
GMS accountable for their illegal
trade of a highly toxic and partic _
ularly risky ship to dismantle.
Ingvild Jenssen
Founder and Director
www.shipbreakingplatform.org

notes
[1] http://www.shipbreakingplatform.org/
platform-news-maersk-involved-in-illegal-toxic-waste-trafficking/
[2] See letter here: http://www.shipbreakingplatform.org/shipbrea_wp2011/wp-content/
uploads/2016/10/letter-NorthSeaProducer-UK.pdf

LONDON’S SECRET ARMY
satisfaction at the memory. “But
somehow we got the job done.”
Ebele was given an award by his
employer in special recognition
of his exceptional contribution
during the power cut. And then,
just three months later, he was
suspended from work following
an accident involving a cleaning
cradle and a snapped power cable.

London is a city full of
secrets. Secret ways and
places. Secret happenings
and forbidden encounters.
Secret deals, and a virtually
invisible secret army over
100,000 strong.
An army which endures dreadful
hazards and conditions on a daily
basis, as it labours to keep the
capital clean. Unless you’re one
of its members you might hardly
be aware of its existence. The
chances are that it’s already hard
at work long before your alarm
shatters your sleep, and it’s still
going strong when you’re putting
your feet up at the end of the day.
Ebele Jakande is a cleaner who
has countless tales from the
front. Take April 23rd 2016, for
example. The day started out
like any other Saturday: Ebele
was up and dressed long before
his wife, riding the early train into
the city where he expected to
spend the day cleaning the
offices of one of the capital’s big
financial corporations. But that
Saturday turned out to be totally
unlike any other, because that
morning the power failed. “It was
chaos,” says Ebele. “The place
was deserted. All the bosses
and staff were at home for the
weekend and nobody knew what
was happening. It was dark and
none of the machines worked.”
He pauses and smiles in

That sort of incident is not
untypical of the life of a London
cleaner. Along with exposure to
dangerous chemicals, and a
whole host of musculoskeletal
disorders caused by lifting heavy
weights and endlessly performing repetitive tasks. Working at
height is one of the greatest
hazards they face. Accidents
involving ladders, desks and
chairs being used inappropriately to gain access to out-ofreach corners are only too
common. In Ebele’s case, he
was asked to put aside his usual
floor duties and help his
colleague Tuma to clean a
series of high windows, using
the cradle — for which he hadn’t
been properly trained— in an awkwardly confined area. Tuma
drove while Ebele helped him
navigate between the obstacles,
and both were concentrating so
hard on what was happening at
ground level that neither of them
notice the cable become
snagged, begin to stretch, and
eventually break.
Both Ebele and Tuma were
suspended, and Ebele ended up
with a written warning for
negligence which remained on
his record for twelve months—a
severe punishment for a valued
employee involved in nothing
more sinister than a genuine
accident.
Ebele’s tale is a typical example
of the kind of incident that can
lead to cleaners suffering from
one of the many occupational

stress disorders prevalent in the
industry. A broad variety of
factors contribute to these
conditions, which include things
like cardiovascular problems,
digestive ailments, and disorders
of the immune system. Perhaps
the most significant cause is the
antisocial hours and extreme
shift patterns worked by the
majority of contract cleaners.
Such working hours are difficult to
avoid, since companies
obviously prefer to have their
cleaning done outside of normal
office hours in order to minimize
disruption to their core activities.
Nevertheless, the resulting
damage to normal life can be
severe, especially for parents,
who sometimes end up scarcely
seeing their children at all. And
working such erratic hours often
turns out to be a double-whammy, since cleaners can easily
become so exhausted that
accidents become almost
inevitable.
Ebele isn’t revealing whether he
believes exhaustion was
responsible for his incident with
the cradle. But he does say it
hasn’t been easy coming to
terms with his suspension and
warning. Like most of the secret
cleaning army, he takes
enormous pride in his work and
in his ability to do it well. He and
his colleagues understand the

risks they’re running, but they
have little choice but to keep on
doing it. Where there are offices
there will be cleaners, getting up
early and retiring late to keep
your bins emptied and your
toilets clean and ready for you
when you arrive at work.
Bruce Coker,
London Organiser, CAIWU
Update
The work of cleaners described
in this article are covered by
health and safety legislation –
the ‘Health and Safety at Work
Act’ and ‘Management of Health
and Safety Regulations’.
Employers have a duty to
provide a safe working environment, which crucially involves
risk assessing work activities.
Many of London’s cleaners have
had enough of low pay and
unsafe working conditions. They
are getting organised by joining
trade unions to challenge
employers who think they can
get away with breaking health
and safety laws. The CAIWU
have just suspended strike
action after securing significant
concessions from ‘Peartree
Cleaning Services’. Cleaners
working for NHS and University
contract cleaning firms joined
Unite and have taken collective
action to win better pay and
conditions.

Want free and confidential advice
on health and safety
Are you worried about a health and safety issue at work or at home?
If you are, give the London Hazards Centre a call on our confidential
telephone advice line for up-to-dateinformation to help you sort out
your problem.
Call 0207 527 5107 on a Monday or Tuesday between 10.30 am – 3:30
pm. If the advisers are busy, please leave a message and they will
call you back.
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Grenfell
Corporate manslaughter
One thing has not changed
since the Grenfell Tower
fire on the 14 June 2017
killed so many of the
tenants. It is the contempt
shown to tenants over a
long period before and
now since the blaze.
At the opening of the Public
Inquiry on the 14 September
2017, Chair Sir Martin MooreBick, after making the opening
statement, left the proceedings
without answering questions.
Hardly the way to build much
needed trust. Grenfell has been
described by residents on the
estate as a ‘200-foot tomb’. It is
now being covered with plastic
sheeting to conceal the charred
remains that can be seen for
miles across London. Local
people and housing activists aim
to make sure that the cover-up
does not carry-over into the
Public Inquiry. With the final
death toll expected to be around
80, tenants, friends and families
of the bereaved are still struggling to come to terms with what
has happened to them, and the
failure of the authorities to listen.
If only they had listened and
acted on the tenants fears about
fire safety at some point in the
three years before the fire, this
terrible disaster would not have
happened. Many commentators
have spoken about Grenfell as
a watershed moment – something that has forever changed
attitudes towards social housing
and more. Austerity, savage cuts
to public services and deregulation have all been cited as reasons that have helped change
the political climate. People
have had enough that’s clear.
But public opinion can change
just as quickly as the blaze
happened. For Grenfell to be a
real tipping point, laws must be
strengthened, enforcement of
those laws carried out, and the
people found responsible held
to account. Such an avoidable
tragedy must never happen
again.

The fact that England no longer
has an inspection regime that
assess the performance of
housing association and local
authority landlords is partly
responsible for Grenfell. The
Audit Commission used to carry
out inspections of housing
association and local authority
homes before it was abolished by
the coalition government in 2015.
It was the Audit Commission
back in the late 1980s that
uncovered the scandal surrounding Westminster Tory Council’s
'homes-for-votes’. Not all
inspections concentrated on
safety issues, but gas safety
was high priority. The Homes
and Communities Agency (HCA)
now regulates social housing.
But as former Head of Housing
at the Audit Commission, Roger
Jarman, said in the Guardian
just days after the fire, the HCA
“focuses its resources on the
financial viability and governance
of housing associations.” He went
on to say, “the HCA still has the
powers to inspect social housing
providers under the Housing
and Regeneration Act 2008.
These powers should be invoked
to assess whether the systems
are in place to protect tenants in
future from the sort of catastrophe that befell Grenfell Tower.”
Shelter has commissioned
research at the Universities of
Bristol and Kent to look at gaps
in current legislation which make
housing less safe, at the lack
of enforcement, and how to
strengthen protection for tenants.
Other legal experts are looking at
landlord duties under the Housing
Act 2004 and Defective Premises
Act 1972. In a letter to sent to
survivors and the families of
those who died, the Metropolitan
Police said there are “reasonable grounds” to suspect the
Kensington and Chelsea Tenant
Management Organisation and
the Council committed corporate
manslaughter.
In the chaotic first days after the
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fire the Justice4Grenfell Group
stepped into the void left by
the authorities. Remember the
Council’s intention to hold a
meeting in secret and the
eventual resignation of Council
Leader Nicholas Paget-Brown!
The group has since worked
tirelessly for the victims and their
families. Justce4Grenfell aims to
ensure the campaign for
remains community led and
focused on the needs of
survivors and bereaved.
At the heart of this disaster
is the failure by successive
governments to build decent,
safe, council homes, while at the
same time continuing to sell-off
existing council housing stock
under right to buy. The private
housing market is in crisis and
cannot deliver the homes so
badly needed in London and
elsewhere in Britain. Right-tobuy should be scrapped
immediately.
The government is already
back-tracking on a pledge by
Communities Secretary Sajid
Javid days after the fire “to do
whatever is necessary” following
the fire investigation; Chancellor
Philip Hammond recently said,
“the government will not
automatically step in and
provide funding for safety
-critical work.” So far, four
months after the blaze - only
twenty two of the households
made homeless by the Grenfell

Tower fire have been rehoused,
most remain in temporary
accommodation. Campaigners
from the Lancaster West Estate
have evidence of unsuitable
offers of accommodation being
made by the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea. There
are also fears that by accepting
temporary accommodation
tenants will be ‘out of sight, out
of mind’. Such is the level of
mistrust.
And let’s not forget that after the
Lakanal House fire in which six
people died, the All Party
Parliamentary Group on Fire
Safety and Rescue in 2013
strongly recommended the
installation of sprinklers in
Britain’s 4,000 tower blocks. The
Conservative led coalition sat on
the report and continued to do
so after the 2015 election right
up until the blaze on the 14 June
2017. The government has
blood on its hands too.
Paul Street
The London Hazards Centre
has made a submission to the
Grenfell Tower Inquiry that
amongst other things calls for
the overhaul of flawed building
regulations and procedures
– and for those responsible for
approving unsafe materials to
be held to account.
Justice4Grenfell hold a silent
march on the 14th of every
month to remember those who
lost their lives in the disaster.

MINICAB
DRIVING IN
LONDON
What’s it like being a
Private Hire Vehicle (PHV)
mini cab driver in London?
In this article, Simon Rush,
from the GMB Professional
Drivers Branch, describes
the ups and downs of
being a mini cab driver’.
There are currently 117,000
registered PHV drivers in the
capital, with around 70,000
actively plying their trade on the
streets of London. If they put in
the hours, they can earn a living.
But what about the health and
safety of PHV drivers? The
private Hire and
5 taxi trade is
known as a dangerous occupation.
It can be a stressful job with drivers
facing danger on a regular basis.
Verbal bullying and assaults, are
quite common. You never really
know who you are picking-up.
That’s particularly true of the
Hackney Carriage drivers (London
Taxi). Health and safety is a real
issue.
PHV drivers are self-employed
and work out of one of the 2,430
licensed operators in London. All
work must be pre-booked. It can
be a repetitive, monotonous job
that requires a high degree of
concentration. And there are
health issues linked to what is
often a sedentary job. Many
long- term drivers have back
problems, eat unhealthily due
too unsociable working hours,
which can lead to obesity, high
blood pressure and many other
medical issues. Drivers are
exposed to vibrations produced
by their vehicle which varies
according to how many hours
are spent driving. Manual
handling comes into the
equation as well when lifting
luggage - lifting, holding and
putting down. Sitting for long
periods causes musculoskeletal
disorders of the neck, shoulder
and back, and serious cardiovascular diseases. Apart from

that, the job’s not too bad!
Added problems can be
psychological. Just for the
moment imagine what a driver
sees on the road. I personally
have seen the aftermath of
many road traffic accidents.
The worst stay in your mind
especially, if it’s a child’s body.
You have to get over such sights
and carry on - we have little
choice. Most of us didn’t go
for careers advice saying yes,
I want to be a cab driver when
I leave school.
Experienced drivers are pretty
clear about the occupational
hazards. We work alone, often
regular 12-hour shifts. We can
end up in badly lit, isolated
areas. Even today with the
many app companies in the
market, we carry cash and
criminals often view a cab
driver as an easy touch. Being
able to work sensitively with the
public is essential because
customers are sometimes
drunk or high on drugs.
Managing to cope in these
situations is part and parcel of
the job. Language too can
present problems.
Many drivers are on rates below
the minimum wage. Some
customers are disrespectful and
seem to treat you as the lowest
of the low - which can lead to
abuse and violence.
Customers - especially late at
night - can damage the car
interior by simply leaving
chewing gum on the seat or
sometimes even cutting the
upholstery. This is at driver cost
and will cause further stress
when the vehicle is off the road
for repairs with the driver unable
to earn an income, inevitably
causing hardship.
It’s not uncommon for minicab
and taxi drivers to have face
false allegations/complaints
made over their behavior to the
licensing authority, which again
creates stress due to procedural
hearings, temporary revocation
of license and no income. We
know that over 9,500 people die
prematurely in London each
year due to air pollution. I
wonder how many drivers suffer
from an early death and severe
illness through constant working
at street level.

Luckily, most of the health and
safety issues I have referred to
can be sorted out or at least
minimized by taking sensible
precautions - such as keeping
all doors locked at all times, and
just opening the front passenger
window to speak to clients.
London taxi drivers at least have
the benefit of a fixed screen
between them and the customer.
Although they can end up in the
passenger compartment to
assist with newly installed card
payment machines. This opens
the driver up to further danger.
Transport for London ignored the
concerns of the GMB and others
over this when carrying out a
risk assessment. For protection,
drivers need an understanding
and awareness of everyday
dangers. This starts by trying
to quickly assess the personality
of the customer getting in your
vehicle – trying to understand
their body language and learning
telltale the signs gained through
experience. Seemingly nice
people can become aggressive
and abusive.
Knowing basic safety rules helps
prevent you becoming a statistic.
You can’t ever let your guard
down, or assume a well-dressed
person is going to be OK for
example.
You should only drive when fully
alert, so don’t push yourself for
that one last fare. That last fare
may cause you to crash or take
on a customer that attacks you.
Some measures are straightforward, like don’t wear expensive

watches or other jewelry.
Eye contact is essential. It helps
make the customer identify with
you - you are person just like
them. Having a good rapport
with the customer reduces the
chance of being attacked.
Finally, always trust your gut
instincts. Remember lessons
learnt from others, and your own
life experience - and never
underestimate anyone. Doing
these things helps make the job
safer and may even save your
life one day.
Simon Rush
Update
The GMB negotiates on the
terms of conditions of PHV
drivers and recently concluded
an agreement with major PHV
business ‘Tristar’ on a ‘Duty of
Care Charter’.

You will learn about:

HEALTH AND SAFETY TRAINING FROM
THE LONDON HAZARDS CENTRE
Do you want to know your rights when it comes to health and
safety? Working in a safe environment is a basic human right.
Learn about your rights and how to enforce them.If you are
interested please call 0208 527 5107 or email: mail@lhc.org.uk

The London Hazards Centre is funded to provide health and safety
training.

The course is ideal for:
l The main UK health and
l People new to health and
safety laws
safety or those wanting to
l Who is responsible for
refresh their knowledge.
health and safety at work
l Who enforces health and l In particular, migrant
safety
workers or recent arrivals
l Basic risk assessment
in the UK will gain
l Sources of information and
important knowledge
support
about their rights.
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Unpaid wages:
the limits of
the contract
exposed
11/10/2017
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Londoners work three
weeks a year more than
the rest of the UK according to data released by the
Office for National Statistics earlier this year. If
that’s not bad enough, new
research shows that many
workers are not being fully
paid for their work. Nick
Clark explains …
There is much excitement over
supposedly novel developments in
employment relations. The media
focus on the “gig economy”,
academia on the “precariat”,
while the government looks for
“modern slavery”. But the Unpaid
Britain project has been looking
into the more common failure to pay
wages, not because it is a new
phenomenon, but because in
Britain at least, it is largely ignored.
The project has examined data
from government surveys, statistics
from regulators, Employment
Tribunal (ET) judgements,Companies House records, and internal
data from advice bodies. This
has begun to reveal what many
activists will already know – employers who develop strategies
for evading employment rights
can do so with impunity.
The only source for identifying
unpaid wages (or “unauthorised
deductions” as they are called in
tribunal-speak) is the registry of
Employment Tribunal judgements
which is located in Bury St
Edmunds, and can only be
accessed there (although recent
ET judgements have appeared
online). Most workers faced with
owed wages will not take the ET
route – even now that fees have
been ruled unlawful. So, this
represents only a minority of the
cases, and of those claims
lodged, many are settled before
they come to a hearing.The

Labour Force Survey gives us
two other indicators of unpaid
wages. One is unpaid overtime
(reported by over 14% of employed
respondents in 2105), and absence
of paid holidays (reported by
5%). It also asks if workers have
a zero hours contract, to which
2% responded that they did. The
Family Resources Survey gives
us two other indicators – failure
of employers to provide a payslip
(reported by 8%), and the presence
of low paid self employment (6%
of workers). There were very
wide variations between sectors
in the extent to which they
displayed these features, with
agriculture, hospitality, arts &
culture, sports & recreation,
personal services and agency
work all scoring high on more
than one indicator.
11/10/2017 18:23

Employment Tribunal cases for
unpaid wages showed that
employers who lost or did not
defend claims would often then
be dissolved, probably leaving
the claimant unpaid. But in half
of these cases directors were
back in business running other
companies. More stable
businesses (often larger firms)
would be more likely to have the
case ‘dismissed on withdrawal’,
indicating (we believe) that the

employer has settled. This makes
sense. If the employer simply pays
up in the minority of cases making
it as far as a tribunal, there is no
additional penalty. This is
particularly relevant in the case
of unpaid holidays. Although
these are required by the Working
Time Regulations, there is no
enforcement body, monitoring or
penalty. We estimate that there
was at least £1.5 billion of unpaid
holiday pay in 2015.
While this represents a major
transfer from workers to
employers, the worst hardship
occurs for those deprived of
often (but not always) low pay.
Trussell Trust data on those
using their food banks (probably
representing half all food banks)
suggest that on 11,500 occasions this was due to unpaid
wages. A couple of interviews
from hospitality sector workers
illustrate the point:
“…if you pay me the money, I’m
going to leave, I’m happy to
leave, but if I have like zero on
my account and not money in
cash, like I can’t even like, I have
no money for food or travel, not
even to leave the flat.”
“…the doctor told me I had to go
on reduced hours... I was then
made to stay over my reduced

THANKS TO THE FAMILY OF RENE TKACIK
The Construction Safety Committee (CSC)
wishes to record it’s thanks to the family of
Rene Tkacik for the generous donation made
following the BFK prosecution in July this year.
The donation will help the CSC continue to
its campaigning role to make UK construction
safer for everyone working in the Industry.
BFK - the joint venture that carried out the tunnelling on the Crossrail project - was fined a
total of £1,065 million and ordered to pay costs
of £42,337 after being found guilty of breaking health and safety regulations that led to
the death of Rene Tkacik, and serious injuries
to Terrence Hughes and Alex Vizitiu. Previous editions of the London Hazards magazine
covered serious safety failings on the Crossrail
project and a damning leaked report on safety
issues that was ignored by Crossrail management. Like we said at the time, “Rene Tkacik’s
death was no accident”.
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hours…I ended up then being
taken into hospital from work
that night and then had to have
over a week off... I was on salary,
I had a contract, but I didn’t get
paid and I had to move back in
with my mum and dad. I was
too ill and too actually mentally
ill at the time, to fight against it”
Employers’ regular theft of small
amounts of time from their
workers was identified by Karl
Marx 150 years ago in Volume 1
of Capital. Twelve years ago,
businessman Sir Phillip Hampton
published his notorious report
arguing for the reduction of
regulations on business. Only
one of these eminent men is
vindicated by our research.
Nick Clark,
Middlesex University
Footnote
UK workers gave their bosses
£31.5 billion of unpaid overtime
last year, according to a new
analysis of official statistics
published by the TUC
26/02/2016
The best way to challenge an
‘unauthorised deduction’ of
wages is to be a member of a
trade union. Join the union and
get colleagues to join as well if
they are having the same problem
www.tuc.org.uk/join-union

London Hazards Centre
Annual General Meeting
Tuesday 12th December
6:00 pm Diskus Room
Unite 128 Theobalds Road
London WC1X 8TN

This year’s theme ‘
Upholding Londoners’
right to live and work in
safety’
Speakers from Greener Jobs
Alliance, Action for Grenfell
and one TBA.
See the website on 10 November
2017 www.lhc.org.uk
We hope people will stay for a
short while afterwards to join us
for refreshments and an informal
chat about next steps.

BREXIT AND FREE MOVEMENT
OF CONSTRUCTION LABOUR

construction sector, with nearly
half of the 2.1 million strong
workforce belonging to the
Construction Industry Scheme
(CIS). False self-employment is
central to the abuses within the
industry, avoiding employment
responsibilities including the
national minimum wage, paid
holidays sick pay, and pensions.

INTERNAL REGULATIONS -V- EXTERNAL BORDER CONTROLS
the 8.3 million Swiss population
are migrants. Many work in the
construction sector where they
make up nearly 65% of the
workforce.

With Brexit dominating the
political and news agenda,
it is important to consider
what implications leaving
7 Union (EU)
the European
might have for construction
labour, especially as the
industry has always been
an important sector for
migration.
The latest official figures for the
British construction industry
show that 12% of the 2.1 million
workforce are migrants, with the
largest concentration of foreignborn construction workers (from
within and outside the EU) in
London, where they represent
about half the workforce.
Any future restrictions on the
deployment of workers from the
EU under Brexit, including those
already working and living in
Britain, raises the inevitable
question of whether the free
movement of labour - one of the
four economic freedoms enshrined
in the founding Treaty of the EU
– can possibly be maintained.

In a referendum in 2014, the
Swiss narrowly voted to stop
Europeans entering to work in
the country, so ending the free
movement of labour. The EU
subsequently advised the Swiss
government that access to the
Single Market would be lost if it
imposed discriminatory measures against Europeans. So
instead of controlling immigration through a cumbersome
bureaucracy of visas and
permits, the Swiss introduced
internal controls compliant with
EU rules on free movement of
labour, but based on a requirement that, for instance, some
firms could advertise posts with
local job centres. Qualification
requirements for jobs and ID
checks on social security
contributions were other options.
Why can’t the UK consider this
alternative approach of internal
regulation rather than external
border controls?

However, the application of the
principle of free movement in
Britain has been distinct from
most of mainland Europe given
the weak regulation of the labour
market, nowhere more so than
in the construction sector.

Following the Brexit vote, it is
unclear where the estimated
31,350 new construction workers
required in the UK every year
are to come from without a
transformation of the vocational
education and training system,
and continued free movement of
labour. Trainee numbers have
plummeted to reach an historical
low. This decline is not a result
of migration but part of a long
process since the 1980s - long
before EU enlargement in 2004
- as employers in Britain have
slowly abdicated from responsibility for training the workforce.

Free movement was never
intended to override basic social
rights; it should not mean a free
for all. Switzerland provides a
good example of an alternative
approach. Almost a quarter of

Without massive long-term
investment, current labour
requirements cannot be met in
or out of the EU. With Brexit, as
in the Swiss case, the solution of
internal regulation and the

continuation of free movement
remains a possibility. The
Construction Skills Certification
Scheme (CSCS) - with nearly
two million cardholders - developed for recognising qualifications, could provide such a
solution. If this scheme was
statutory and applied universally
throughout the industry, along
with more stringent controls on
qualifications, it could provide a
means for ensuring the recruitment of a qualified workforce,
whether from Britain or elsewhere. And without the
difficulties of applying immigration quotas to an increasingly
mobile and global labour force.
The regulation of employment
rights and working conditions in
British construction in has relied
heavily on EU directives. The
revised Construction Design and
Management (CDM) Regulations,
for instance, which came into
force on 6 April 2015, aim to
clarify and coordinate responsibilities, from designer through
principal contractor, for effective
management of health and safety
on sites. Other directives - including the Agency Workers Directive
- have played an important role
in helping to and overcome
some of the worst abuses.
The long hours, wage dumping,
and labour abuse that persist in
construction are attributable in
large part to lack of government
regulation of employment and
failure to implement directives in
the spirit intended, especially the
Working Time Directive and the
Posted Workers Directive. Large
construction firms have stopped
employing workers and instead
rely on tiers of sub-contractors,
labour agencies and umbrella
companies. This has diluted
labour standards and terms and
conditions of employment. Added
to this, UK construction has
some of the highest levels of
self-employment in the EU

Without regulation, the danger is
that the construction sector in
Britain may pay a high price for
Brexit, including chronic skill
shortages, low wages, deteriorating health and safety, long
hours, and continued male
-domination. A possible indication that the government realises
the need for such regulation is
evident from the strengthening
of the Gangmasters and Labour
Abuse Authority (GLAA) under
the Immigration Act of 2016.
Construction trade unions have
long demanded the extension of
the previous Gangmasters
Licensing Authority to the
construction sector, as did the
Donaghy Report (2009) on
health and safety in construction.
The GLAA, combined with
statutory application of CSCS
and effective implementation of
existing Directives relating to
employment and working
conditions, provide the basis of
the internal regulation needed,
including, controlling bogus
self-employment, limiting the
scope of agencies and payroll
companies, auditing subcontractors and subcontracting tiers,
giving preference to locallybased labour in recruitment,
and involving trade unions.
Linda Clarke,
University of Westminster.

Thanks for help
with magazine
distribution
The London Hazards
Centre thanks the RMT,
GMB and London and
Eastern Region of Unite
for their assistance in
circulating the magazine.
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CARCINOGENS IN THE WORKPLACE
We know that nearly
9,500 people die early
each year in London due
to air pollution, but how
many of the 13,500 new
cancer cases caused by
work in the UK each year
are people who live and
work in London. And what
can be done about it.
Chemicals that can cause
cancer, known as carcinogens,
are everywhere – at work, at
home, in the air we breathe.
Last month the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, described air
pollution as “the biggest public
health emergency of a generation”. He was responding to
new reports of illegal levels
of air pollution, particularly
nitrogen dioxide emissions from
diesel vehicles. The World
Health Organisation decided in
2012 that diesel engine fumes
are carcinogenic.

from hazardous substances.
paste rather than powder?
There are many chemicals in
l Change the process to emit
the workplace that can cause
less of the harmful substance,
cancer. Occupational cancer
e.g., with cleaning solvents
may occur as a result of work
use a rag holder and a bin
involving direct exposure to a
with a lid for used rages, with
carcinogen or exposure to a
carcinogenic woods reduce
carcinogen produced as part
the need for sawing;
of a work process. There is
l Enclose the process so
usually a considerable amount
that the substance does
of time (usually more than 10
not escape, eg, use spray
years) between exposure to a
booths, glove boxes or fume
carcinogen and the onset of any
cupboards;
ill-health symptoms. Carcinol Extract emissions of the
gens occur in many forms, they
substance near the source,
can be solids, liquids, vapours,
e.g., using a high efficiency
gases, or dusts and can be
vacuum for powders and
breathed in, absorbed through
gasses, or water jets for
the skin or swallowed.
dusts;

legal framework for ensuring
that workers are protected

l Use a safer of form of
product, e.g. can you use
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Keep other workers out of
harm’s way

As a last resort personal protective equipment (PPE) can be
used such as gloves, coveralls
and a respirator. Too often this
is the first and lazy option chosen by employers. Even as a
last resort PPE has to be up to
the job – there is no point wearing a dust mask if the carcinogen is a gas. All PPE must fit
properly, be regularly checked

Footnote:
The TUC estimates that the
true level of work related cancer
is likely to be well over 20,000
new cases a year with 15,00018,000 deaths. However, what
is important is not whether the
number of deaths is 8,000 or
18,000, but that all occupational cancers are avoidable.
new cases a year with 15,00018,000 deaths. However, what
is important is not whether the
number of deaths is 8,000 or
18,000, but that all occupational
cancers are avoidable.

WONDER
PRODUCT
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How do you know if you are
working with a carcinogen? All
products that could be harmful are required by law to have
a Safety Data Sheet. If your
employer refuses to provide a
Safety Data Sheet just Google
Clearly diesel engines must
the name of the substance
be removed from society, the
yourself but the information
sooner the better, but this will
can be difficult to understand.
require decisive political action
Focus on Sections 2 and 16,
to face down the major car
which tell you what the dangers
manufacturers and energy sup- are, and Sections 4-8, which
pliers who have been falsifying tell you about emergencies,
emission testing for decades.
storage and safe handling of
the substance. On the basis
Why not start with your
of this information and on how
workplace?
the substance is actually being
Many companies own fleets
used, your employer is required
of diesel fuelled vehicles and,
to write up a COSHH risk aswhat is worse, in enclosed
sessment which should explain
workplaces the fumes can build clearly what the potential harm
up dramatically. What you can
could be if you are exposed to
do: First, demand a formal com- it, and detail what can be done
mitment to replace all diesel
to prevent exposure. You can
engines as soon as possible.
look at examples of risk assessIn the meantime, ensure that all ments for different industries
practical measures are put in
at www.hse.gov.uk/risk/casesplace to eliminate exposure (this tudies.
might concentrate employer’s
The sure way to prevent expominds – it could be cheaper to
sure is to remove and replace
replace diesels than to reduce
the substance with a less harmexposure).
ful one. If the substance is essential and cannot be replaced
The Control of Substances
then control measures must
Hazardous to Health Regulabe put in place in this order of
tions 2002
priority:
known as COSHH, this is the

and replaced, and the wearer
must be properly trained to use
it. All Local Exhaust Ventilation
needs a thorough examination
by a competent engineer every
14 month.
Employers must provide
training and a ‘User Manual’.
If you do not have one, ask
for it. Remember: inadequate
or poorly maintained safety
equipment gives a false sense
of security and is worse than
useless! Don’t stand for it –
demand your legal rights.
Simon Hester

